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V2-LED

Safety

1.

Safety

The handling of the system assumes knowledge of the instruction manual:

1.1

Symbols Used

The following symbols are used in the instruction manual:

CAUTION

Indicates a hazardous situation which, if not avoided, may result in minor or moderate
injuries.

NOTICE

Indicates a situation which, if not avoided, may lead to property damage.
Indicates a user action.

i

Indicates a user tip.

Measure
1.2

CAUTION

Indicates a hardware or a button/menu in the software.

Warnings

Connect the power supply in accordance with the safety regulations for electrical equipment.
>> Danger of injury
>> Damage to or destruction of the light source
Do not look directly into the operating light source
>> Danger of injury, damage to the eyes or skin
Do not move exposed electrical contacts and moving parts in the light source.
>> Danger of injury

NOTICE

Keep the light source away from liquids and splashes of water.
>> Damage to or destruction of the light source
The power supply must not exceed the specified limits.
>> Damage to or destruction of the light source
Pay attention on sufficient ventilation.
>> Overheating, damage or destruction of the light source

V2-LED
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Safety
Do not insert foreign objects into the openings of the light source.
>> Damage to or destruction of the light source
Please be sure to handle the light source with care at all times.
>> Damage of electrical and optical components by physical trauma, extreme temperatures or fluid invasion.

1.3

Notes on CE Identification

The following applies to the V2-LED light source:
-- EU directive 2014/30/EU
-- EU directive 2006/95/EC
-- EU directive 2011/65/EU, “RoHS” category 9
Products which carry the CE mark satisfy the requirements of the quoted EU directives and the European
standards (EN) listed therein. The EC declaration of conformity is kept available according to EC regulation,
article 10 by the authorities responsible at
MICRO-EPSILON Eltrotec GmbH
Manfred-Wörner-Straße 101
73037 Göppingen / Germany
The V2-LED light source is designed for use in industry and satisfies the requirements.

1.4

Proper Use

-- The V2-LED light source is designed for endoscopic inspection in industrial area (lighting, endoscopy, etc.).
-- The V2-LED light source is not suitable for medical purposes.
-- The system may only be operated within the limits specified in the technical data, see Chap. 2.2.
-- Use the V2-LED light source in such a way that in case of malfunctions or failure personnel or machinery
are not endangered.
-- Take additional precautions for safety and damage prevention for safety-related applications.

V2-LED
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Safety

1.5
------

V2-LED

Proper Environment

Operating temperature:
Storage temperature: 		
Humidity:		
Ambient pressure:		
Charging:		

-10 °C to 45 °C (+14 °F to +113 °F)
-15 °C to 55 °C (-5 °F to +131 °F)
5 to 95 %
Atmospheric pressure
0 °C to 40 °C (32 °F to +104 °F)
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Functional Principle, Technical Data

2.

Functional Principle, Technical Data

2.1

Short Description

2.2

Technical Data

The V2-LED light source is intended for industrial applications that require a handheld light source featuring high output, efficient,
compact, and lightweight illumination. The V2-LED utilizes eco-friendly LED lighting technology, and features instant-on and electronic
intensity dimming capability with long operating lifetime. The V2-LED light source is equipped with a rotary collar for light connections
to industrial endoscopes.
Model
Power supply

V2-LED light source
Battery powered (2 x RCR123A)

Power source

2 Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion) RCR123A batteries, 3.0 V, circuit
protected, 900 mAh minimum, rechargeable

Battery type

Illumination system

Charger

Battery life at full LED power
Battery charge time
Battery recharge cycles
Median duration of LED light source diode
Type
Color temperature
LED power
Input/output
Input voltage
characteristics of
DC output no-loading
external adapter
voltage
Output current
Input/output
characteristics of
external car plug

V2-LED

Input voltage

60 minutes
4 hours
500 charge cycles
appr. 25,000 hours
Light Emitting Diode (LED)
5700 K Nom.
3 Watts
AC 100 V - 240 V / 50 Hz/60 Hz
12.0 V ±5 %
0.5 A
DC, 12.0 V
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Functional Principle, Technical Data
Model
Charger

V2-LED light source
Output characteristics of charger

No-loading voltage

4.50 V ±0.05 V × 2 CH

Rated input current

250 ±50 mA ×2 CH @CV = 3.7 V

Output noise
Input voltage range
LED-alternating current
Charging mode

≤ 150 mV @CC = 200 mA
2.50 V-4.55 V × 2 CH
When the battery is fully charged, LED turns red to
green, and the current at that time called
LED-alternating current = 70±30 mA × 2CH
Constant current and constant voltage charging

When a short circuit is detected, the charger will go into
Short circuit current short circuit protection mode and the Red LED indicator
light turns off. The short circuit current ﹤ 600 mA /CH
Reverse irrigation current
Charger LED indication

Solid green

Charging

Solid red

Fully charged
Short circuit (reverse polarity)
Operating temperature
Storage temperature
Relative humidity
Operation mode
Dimensions
Weight

V2-LED

≤ 1 mA

No battery

Solid green
No LED indication
-10 °C to 45 °C (14 °F to 113 °F)
-15 °C to 55 °C (-5 °F to 131 °F)
5 to 95 %
Continuous
24 x 46 x 81 mm
126.8 g
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Delivery

3.

Delivery

3.1
------

Unpacking

V2-LED light source
2 Batteries + 2 replacement batteries
Charger inclusive power cord + car charger
Different country adapter
Instruction manual
Check the delivery for completeness and shipping damage immediately after unpacking.
In case of damage or missing parts, please contact the manufacturer or supplier immediately.

3.2

Storage

-- Storage temperature:
-- Humidity:		
-- Ambient pressure:		

V2-LED

-15 °C to 55 °C (-5 °F to 131 °F)
5 to 95 %
Atmospheric pressure
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Mounting

4.

Mounting

The standard configuration of the V2-LED contains a knurled ring, which can be screwed on universal standard optical fiber connections of Storz/ACMI-ports.

4.1

Installation and Deinstallation the V2-LED
Attach the V2-LED light source to the endoscope using the knurled ring.
Hold the V2-LED in such a way that the housing fits comfortably in one hand and allows easy manipulation of the knurled ring with the thumb and forefinger, see Fig. 1.

i

Tighten the knurled ring onto the endoscope light post by turning nut clockwise.
Do not turn the V2-LED housing.

Knurled Light source
connection
ring
Fig. 1 Connect light source

Connected

Fig. 2 Light source connected

Remove the V2-LED from the endoscope by rotating the knurled ring counterclockwise.

V2-LED
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Mounting

4.2

Control Elements
Knurled ring

Dim the light
Power button

Brighten the light

Battery hatch door

Rotary knob

Fig. 3 V2-LED light source front view

Fig. 4 V2-LED light source rear view

Light intensity buttons
Pressing button next to this symbol decreases the intensity of the light.
Pressing button next to this symbol in creases the intensity of the light.
The battery cover seals the battery and electronics within the body of the V2-LED.

V2-LED
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5.

Operation

The V2-LED’s internal LED operates on 2 rechargeable Lithium-Ion batteries and provides approximately
60 minutes of continuous operation when used with new or fully charged batteries.

5.1

Battery Inserting and Removing
At the bottom of the V2-LED, rotate the locking knob of the battery hatch door counterclockwise until the
line on the knob is pointing 90° from the indentation mark on the hatch, see Fig. 6.
Remove the hatch.
Insert the batteries into the unit using the battery symbol orientation as a guide, see Fig. 5, see Fig. 7.

-

NOTICE

Fig. 5 Symbols to align the batteries
Use only approved batteries. Use only pairs of fully charged batteries. Do not mix newly charged and depleted batteries.
Never mix non-rechargeable batteries with rechargeable batteries 1.
>> Low reliability and service life of the battery
Do not expose the batteries to temperatures higher then 60 °C.
>> Overloading or destruction of the batteries due to overheating
The negative terminal of each battery should be in contact with the spring on each circuit board.

i

Attach the hatch door then rotate the locking knob clockwise until the line on the knob is pointing toward
the indentation mark.
For added safety, the battery hatch door may only be inserted into the V2-LED body in one direction. If
the door does not easily slide into the case, rotate the hatch door 180°. This ensures the correct battery
polarity.

1) The weakest cell may be more deeply discharged or even reversed. Thus, the risk of leakage increases
sharply.
V2-LED
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Rotary knob

Light source

Battery

Cap

Fig. 6 View on light source from above before battery Fig. 7 Opened light source
change

5.2

CAUTION

Using the V2-LED

Turn the V2-LED by pressing the red power button, see Fig. 6.
Do not look directly into the operating light source. Possibly hazardous optical radiation.
>> Danger of injury, damage to the eyes or skin
Adjust light intensity as needed, see Chap. 4.2, see Fig. 7.
After use, turn the V2-LED off by pressing the red power button, see Chap. 4.2, see Fig. 6.

V2-LED
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5.3

Charging the Light Source Batteries

LED‘s

Fig. 8 Battery charger with batteries

Fig. 9 Batteries and charger with different country adapters

Plug the power supply of battery charger into a wall outlet.

i

Connect the power supply to the input jack located at the top of the charger.
Make sure no battery is installed.

The LED display will turn green when the charger is ready.
Slide the batteries into the charger.

i

Make sure the negative side of the battery is inserted into the charger first against the spring contact.

The LED display indicates red light when batteries are charging.
The LED display indicates green light, when batteries are fully charged and ready for use.
When batteries have been fully charged, pull the battery out of the charger and unplug the adapter from
the charger.
V2-LED
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5.4

CAUTION

NOTICE

Charger Features

-- The supplied charger is a 2-bay Li-Ion battery smart charger with MCU control which features:
 Independent charging channels
 Constant current and constant voltage charging
 Ensures the quality and safety of charging process
-- Worldwide AC input voltage 100 - 240 V, 50 Hz/60 Hz. The kit includes an AC adapter with interchangeable
power plugs that may be used for US, EU, UK and AU.
-- Two-color LEDs indicate charging status.
-- Each LED indicates the corresponding channel.
-- To avoid electrical shock, do not disassemble the charger.
>> Risk of injury from electric shock
-- Do not use charger to charge other type of batteries.
-- Do not operate the charger when the temperature is higher than 40 °C.
-- We recommend operating when the temperature is lower than 35 °C. Batteries may get warm during
charging.
-- Use only Tenergy Battery 30201.
-- Do not use charger and batteries in any acidic, alkaline or corrosive environment.
-- Do not expose charger to fire, water or moisture.
-- Do not short circuit charging terminals.
-- No user-serviceable parts inside the charger.
>> Destruction or damage to the charger or the battery
-- Follow local regulations for disposal of electrical components or batteries.

V2-LED
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NOTICE

6.

Instructions for Operation

6.1

Cleaning

6.1.1
Cleaning the V2-LED
The V2-LED is not waterproof. The V2-LED is rated for slight water contact and mild detergent cleaning solutions only. It must not be immersed in water or cleaning solutions.
After cleaning, remove V2-LED from cleaning solution, dry and store the device in a clean and dry environment.
Avoid a rough cleaning of the light source.
>> Damage of the light source
Failure to comply with the following may result in damage to the V2-LED and will void the product warranty.

i

Avoid pressing too hard, and allow the alcohol to evaporate before using. A gentle burst of clean dry air
may also help dislodge any foreign particles.

-- Only use water with a mild detergent such as a nonabrasive hand or dishwashing soap.
-- Do not immerse the V2-LED in an ultrasonic cleaner.
-- Ensure that the battery hatch door is fully tightened on the O-ring seal to prevent liquid intrusion into the
battery compartment.
-- Never use any organic solvents to clean the V2-LED, other than isopropyl alcohol.

V2-LED
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6.1.2
Drying the V2-LED
If the V2-LED comes in contact with liquid, rinse with isopropyl alcohol and then dry with a damp cloth or
leave it to air dry.

i
i

Dry air is recommended to reduce contamination of the optical components and reduce the possibility
of oxidation of the materials used in the construction of the V2-LED.

Do not allow the V2-LED to remain in liquid cleaning solution for prolonged period of time.
Ensure there is no trapped liquid between the battery hatch door and body prior to removing the battery
hatch door.

In addition, thoroughly dry the battery hatch door seal around the O-Ring with a cloth prior to removing
the battery hatch door.
This will prevent any trapped fluid from entering the battery compartment and exposing the electronics to
fluids.

i

V2-LED

Use compressed air only to a limited extent since compressed air can lead to damages.
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6.2

Troubleshooting

Problem
Loss of illumination

V2-LED light output flashing

Light source does not
attach properly to the
endoscope.

Light intensity is low.

V2-LED becomes hot
after prolonged use at
full power.

V2-LED

Possible cause
Battery charge is low
Batteries cannot supply sufficient current at this power
setting.
Battery mismatch
Battery charge is low.
This is normal behavior
indicator when the battery
charge is low.
Remaining run time is about
2 minutes.
The endoscope has an
adapter on its light post
connection.
The endoscope and V2LED do not have a compatible coupling system.
Foreign material or film on
LED output taper.

Action
Replace batteries with freshly charged batteries.
Replace batteries with freshly charged batteries.

Verify batteries have been installed in the
correct orientation.
Reduce the light intensity and continue using
the current battery.
Replace batteries with freshly charged batteries
in a timely manner.

Remove the adapter or use a suitable adapter
depending on model.
Use an adapter sleeve or switch to V2-LED
with a different type of knurled ring.
Very carefully clean the LED surface from
visible contamination with a cotton swap and
isopropyl alcohol. Do not use acetone or
other solvents.

V2-LED has been left on for Turn the V2-LED to a lower intensity setting if
more than 30 minutes at full the examination must continue past 30 minutes.
power.
Turn the V2-LED OFF for a few minutes to
permit adequate cool down of the body.
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7.

Warranty

All components of the device have been checked and tested for perfect function in the factory. In the unlikely
event that errors should occur despite our thorough quality control, this should be reported immediately to
MICRO-EPSILON Eltrotec.
The warranty period lasts 12 months following the day of shipment. Defective parts, except wear parts, will be
repaired or replaced free of charge within this period if you return the device free of cost to MICRO-EPSILON
Eltrotec. This warranty does not apply to damage resulting from abuse of the equipment and devices, from
forceful handling or installation of the devices or from repair or modifications performed by third parties.
No other claims, except as warranted, are accepted. The terms of the purchasing contract apply in full.
MICRO-EPSILON Eltrotec will specifically not be responsible for eventual consequential damages. MICROEPSILON Eltrotec always strives to supply the customers with the finest and most advanced equipment.
Development and refinement is therefore performed continuously and the right to design changes without
prior notice is accordingly reserved. For translations in other languages, the data and statements in the German language operation manual are to be taken as authoritative.

8.

Service, Repair

In the event of a defect on the V2 LED light source
please send us the light source for repair or exchange.
In the case of faults the cause of which is not
clearly identifiable, the whole light source must be
sent back to:

9.

MICRO-EPSILON Eltrotec GmbH
Manfred-Wörner-Straße 101
73037 Göppingen / Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 7161/ 98872-300
Fax +49 (0) 7161 / 98872-303
eltrotec@micro-epsilon.de
www.micro-epsilon.com

Decommissioning, Disposal

Disconnect the light source from the endoscope.
Incorrect disposal may cause harm to the environment.
Dispose of device, its components and accessories as well as the packaging materials in compliance with the
applicable country-specific waste treatment and disposal regulations of the region of use.

V2-LED
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